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This essay examines Dr. R. C. Sproul’s thesis in The Last Days According

to Jesus,1 that moderate preterism as it relates to Christ’s second  coming is

convincingly proven by three time-indicators in the Gospels2 and  the writing date

for John’s Revelation.3  The essay evaluates each of these four time referents

historically and/or exegetically in order to  determine if Sproul’s claims can be

biblica lly substantiated.  The three Matthean time-frame references have better

alternative interpretations (both before and after A.D. 70) in regard to time of

fulfillment than the A.D. 70 date, which preterism requires of all three.  Also, the

late writing date for Revelation (mid-90s) has the preponderance of evidence on its

side; this one conc lusion alone invalidates postmillennial preterism.  Since these

time-indica tors that are critically important to the preterist position do not support

the system’s foundational claim that Christ’s parousia occurred within the lifetime

of His disciples, this reviewer4 concludes that Scripture does not teach preterism,

moderate or otherwise, as claimed by Dr. Sproul.  Therefore, Jesus was a futurist

in regard to biblical prophecies of His second coming.

* * * * *
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The English word “preterist” comes from the Latin term praeteritus which

basically means “past” in regard to time.  Thomas Ice explains that there are three

types of preterists/preterism.

It is important to realize that there are three kinds of preterism that I have labeled as (1)
mild; (2) moderate; and (3) extreme.  Mild preterism holds that the Tribulation was
fulfilled within the first three hundred years of Christianity as God judged two enemies:
the Jews in A.D. 70 and Rome by A.D. 313; but adherents still look for a future Second
Coming.  Moderate preterism, which is the position of Dr. Kenneth L. Gentry Jr., sees
the Tribulation and the bulk of Bible prophecy as fulfilled in events surrounding the
destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in A.D. 70; but they still hold to a future Second
Coming, a physical resurrection of the dead, an end to temporal history, and the
establishing of the consummate new heaven and new earth.  Extreme or consistent (as
they like to call themselves) preterism believes that the Second Coming, and thus the
resurrection of believers, is all past.  For all practical purposes all Bible prophecy has
been fulfilled, and we are beyond the millennium and even now in the new heaven and
new earth.  They believe that if there is an end of current history it is not recorded in the
Bible.5

J. Stuart Russell,6 whom Sproul quotes frequently and favorably with regard

to time-indicators,7 was unquestionably an extreme or radical preterist who believed

that the general resurrection of the dead spoken of in the NT occurred before A.D.

70.8  With the exception of rad ical preterists themselves, all other preterists and all

conservative non-preterists consider this Hymenaen/Philetean doctrine of extreme

preterism (cf. 2 Tim 2:18) to be  heretical.9  In fairness to Dr. Sproul, it must be

pointed out that he rejects radical preterism.10
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Background

Both Sproul and Russell (plus others of their general persuasion) have

proposed that only their preterist understanding of Jesus’ statements regarding H is

parousia being fulfilled in A.D . 70 rescues the Bible from the liberal’s charge of

“errant” and “unreliable.”11  Or, put another way, without the preterist view of NT

prophecy being fulfilled in A.D. 70, the Scriptures are proven highly suspect or even

guilty of substantial error, especially in matters relating to biblical eschatology.

Referring to the Olivet Discourse in his foreword to the reprint of Russell’s

book, Sproul states,

Though critics grant that Jesus’ prophecy of Jerusalem’s destruction was correct, they
insist that his predictions at the same time, in the same context, and within the same time-
frame reference, of his parousia, were incorrect.  This poses a higher problem for those
with a high view of Scripture and Jesus.  An error in Jesus’ forecast of his parousia would
be fatal to historic Christianity.12

Sproul writes elsewhere,

From the Enlightenment onward, the church has been gripped by a severe crisis regarding
the trustworthiness of Scripture…. Due to the crisis in confidence in the truth and
authority of Scripture and the subsequent crisis regarding the real historical Jesus,
eschatology must come to grips with the tensions of time-frame references in the New
Testament.13

As I have indicated throughout this book, one of my overarching concerns regarding the
points in dispute is the authority of Scripture.  As the inerrant Word of God, it precludes
all efforts to ignore or downplay any aspect of its teaching.  The evangelical world cannot
afford to turn a deaf ear to the railing voices of skepticism that gut Scripture of its divine
authority, that assault the credibility of the apostolic witness and even of Christ himself.
We must take seriously the skeptics’ critique of the time-frame references of New
Testament prophecy, and we must answer them convincingly.14

Dr. Sproul strives to answer the objections to biblical prophecy of such

critics as Bertrand Russell and Albert Schweitzer.15  One almost gets the idea that he

is bordering on a kind of theodicy in his quest to protect the  Scriptures from its

unbelieving detractors.  He certainly appears to be  engaging in a Hal Lindsey-type
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approach to biblical prophecy by reading or placing historical events—e.g., those of

A.D. 70— into Scripture just as Lindsey does with contemporary events.  To reach

sound conclusions in interpretive labor, one must meticulously avoid both critical

objections and a Lindsey-type approach.16

The advocates of preterism appear to have missed, or at least undervalued,

Peter’s reminder that in the days prior to A.D. 70 there also were scoffers similar to

Russell and Schweitzer.  Instead of foretelling the events of A.D. 70, just a few years

away, Peter encourages them to  wait in faith, believing that all will eventually

happen in God’s timing, which is different from man’s timetable (2 Pet 3:3-4, 8-9).

Attempting to answer objections from skeptics is no way to validate or elevate a

particular eschatological system.

Both J. Stuart Russell and R. C. Sproul have tried to prove preterism to be

the correct time-framework for understanding biblical prophecy, which time-frame

then becomes the supposed savior of Scripture’s integrity.  Russell appeals to three

distinct declarations of the Lord respecting the time of His coming (M att 10:23;

16:28; 24:34).  He states, “The plain grammatical meaning of these statements has

been fully discussed in these pages.  No violence can extort from them any other

sense than the obvious and unambiguous one, viz. that our Lord’s second coming

would take place within the limits of the existing generation.”17

Sproul affirms Russell’s assessment:

The central thesis of Russell and indeed of all preterists is that the New Testament’s time-
frame references with respect to the parousia point to a fulfillment within the lifetime of
at least some of Jesus’ disciples.18

The purpose of The Last Days According to Jesus has been to examine and evaluate the
various claims of preterism, both full and partial.  The great service preterism performs
is to focus attention on two major issues.  The first is the time-frame references of the
New Testament regarding eschatological prophecy.  The preterist is a sentinel standing
guard against frivolous and superficial attempts to downplay or explain away the force
of these references.19

J. Stuart Russell argues that 99 persons in every 100 would immediately understand Jesus
to mean that the events he was predicting would fall within the limits of the lifetime of
an existing generation.  This means, not that every person present will necessarily be
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alive at the time of the fulfillment, but that many or even most will be.20

This essay will show that an understanding of the “time-frame references”

or “time-text indicators” different from that of preterism does not necessarily involve

(1) violent extortion of the text’s meaning, (2) frivolous interpretive efforts, or (3)

superficial exegesis.  Nor do other eschatological approaches necessarily downplay

or explain away the meaning or the importance of these supposed watershed texts in

determining one’s prophetic views.  Preterism is not necessarily the only eschatologi-

cal paradigm or the a priori superior approach to serve as the apologetic approach

of choice when supporting or defending the impeccable character of Scripture, as Dr.

Sproul asserts.  Though we commend and agree wholeheartedly with Dr. Sproul in

his strong stand for a high view of Scripture, championing preterism is not the best

way to achieve that goal.

To demonstrate this, the following discussion will briefly examine the four

time-indicators by which preterism, not the inerrancy and infallibility of Scripture,

lives or dies.  They are: (1) the writing date of Revelation; (2) Matt 10:23; (3) Matt

16:28; and (4) Matt 24:34.  The examination will demonstrate that (1) Jesus was a

futurist, not a preterist and (2) sound exegesis is the best defender of Scripture’s

integrity, not the presuppositions of a particular eschatological system.

The Writing Date of Revelation

Regarding possible writing dates for Revelation, Bible scholars generally

recognize two possibilities.  First, the early  date is shortly before A.D. 70 (ca. A.D.

68) during Nero’s reign (A.D. 54-68).21  Second, the late date would be ca. A.D. 95

during Domitian’s time (A.D . 81-96). 22

Significantly, a futurist would not have to change his eschatological

thinking if a pre-A.D. 70 date for the writing were to be established.  However, the

preterist position is eliminated from consideration if the late date of ca. A.D. 95 can
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be validated.23

All discussions of Revelation’s writing date are divided into two categories

of evidence—internal and external.  Regarding internal evidence, this writer has

foregone any discussion in this essay for two reasons.  First, it is too voluminous a

subject for an essay of this size.  Second, Revelation contains no direct statements

as to its writing date.  Therefore, the subjectivity that could be introduced through

biased eisegesis (by both positions) would generally skew the discussion and would

not be decisive.  Put another way, because of the frequent use of figurative language

in Revelation, one could easily read one’s prophetic choice into the interpretation to

prove his historical and/or theological conclusions.  On a matter of this importance,

it is best to avoid those kinds of questionable speculations and look at the more

objective witness of history.  Theorizing and hypothesizing one’s way to a

conclusion proves highly unsatisfactory, regardless of one’s eschatological leanings.

Therefore, several salient po ints of external evidence are relevant.  First, the

history of dating Revelation decidedly favors the late date.  From the second through

the eighteenth centuries, the late date was essentially the exclusive view.  Only in the

nineteenth century, when postmillennialism was a dominant influence, did the early

date enjoy a brief time as the majority view.  Certainly in the last two centuries, the

late date has rebounded to its former place of prominence.  Though challenged by

a few in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the vast majority of

Christian scholars support the later date, regardless of their eschatological beliefs.

Second, only direct statements from primary sources should be considered.

At least four direct witnesses in the second to fourth centuries A.D. support the late

date.24  However, only several obscure sixth-century witnesses and the ninth-century

writer, Theophylact, advocate the early date.  The earliest historical attestation to

Revelation’s date of writing clearly supports the late date.  A general axiom states

that ancient documents whose date is closest to the historical event reported  contain

more accurate and reliable information than documents further removed in time.

Third, the historical conditions of the  seven churches of Asia M inor in

Revelation 2–3 point to a late date.  The status of the churches is radically different

from the immediate post-Pauline days of the late 60s.25  Therefore, that they

represent churches much later than the 60s is the reasonable conclusion, thus

eliminating a pre-A.D. 70 writing date for Revelation.

Fourth, if Christ’s parousia had actually occurred in conjunction with

Jerusalem’s fall, it was certainly to be expected that John would then have taught
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something so important after the fact and that John’s teaching would have been

reflected prominently in the writings of the church fathers.  However, there is nary

a word about an A.D. 70 parousia of Christ in John’s post-70 writings or in the

fathers.  Far more critical than establishing the writing date of Revelation is

uncontested evidence that the late-first- and second-century churches were preterists.

Here overwhelming testimony points to the fact that they were premillennial.26

Though admittedly such discussion does not prove once-for-all that Jesus

was a futurist, it does argue strongly and even demand that He was not a preterist.

The burden of proof is on the preterist to overturn such compelling external evidence

for a late date o f Revelation’s composition by John.  In spite of valiant attempts,

preterists have not accomplished this.  As an interesting final comment, even the

introductory notes in the New Geneva Study Bible, for which Dr. Sproul served as

General Editor, state, “Most scholars favor a date about A.D. 95” (2004).

Matthew 10:23

The first of three Matthean time-indicators that supposedly support

preterism can be translated, “You will not finish (complete) the cities of Israel

until/before the Son of Man comes” (Matt 10:23).  The text has no synoptic parallel;

it has no significant textual variants; and it has no translation difficulties.  However,

its interpretation presents a huge challenge.  About this passage, D. A. Carson

comments, “This verse is among the most difficult in the New Testament canon.”27

Certainly, the verse should not be among the sine qua non features of any major

doctrine.

Jesus, in sending out the twelve, tells them what they are to do, proclaim

that “the kingdom of heaven is at hand” to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (vv.

6-7), which will not be accomplished until (before) He comes.  To what “coming”

does Christ refer?  At least six distinguishable possibilities exist.

1. Jesus meant an immediate  coming or “catching up” in the sense that, “I will

be close behind, so get moving!”28  The major problem with this view is

that the persecutions of vv. 16-23 were not experienced until after Christ’s

death and resurrection.
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2. Jesus spoke of His coming by way of resurrection.29  This is out of place in

light of the fact that His resurrection is nowhere spoken of as “a coming”

and in light of Christ’s NT “coming” being defined as post-ascension by the

angels in Acts 1:11.

3. Jesus referred to His coming as it related to the coming of the Holy Spirit

(cf. John 15:26-27; 16:7-11).30  Since the Holy Spirit is a separate person

in the triune Godhead, that would not really fulfill the promise of a personal

“coming” by Christ.

4. Jesus indicated God’s judgment against Israel in A.D. 70 associated with

Rome’s destruction of Jerusalem,31 but this did not fulfill the parousia

promises of Christ.

5. Jesus plainly meant that his parousia would occur within the lifetime of the

disciples and that it would  be in conjunction with the A.D. 70 plundering

of Jerusalem.32  The problem here and with possibility four is that Jesus d id

not come.

6. Jesus referred to His future second coming in the sense that God’s gospel

mission to the Jew would not cease or be  completed  prior to His promised

eschatological return and to the completion of God’s redemptive purposes

among the Jewish nation.33

For several reasons, this reviewer favors the view that the “coming” in Matt

10:23 refers to Christ’s future second coming.

1. It accounts for the context that looks beyond the disciples’ immediate

ministry (cf. vv. 16-23).

2. It allows for 10:22b occurring elsewhere in an eschatological context (cf.
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Matt 24:13; M ark 13:10).

3. The phrase “the Son of Man comes” (cf. Matt 24:30, 44; 25:31) is most

compatible with the future parousia view.

4. It does justice to  the eschatological imagery that “a Son of Man was

coming” in Dan 7:13.

5. The aorist subjunctive use of J,8XT (teleÇ , “complete, finish”) with the

double negation of @Û :Z (ou m� , “not”) makes the most sense grammati-

cally in an ultimate redemptive context, e.g., “the disciples will not have

come to the end of the towns of Israel before the parousia breaks upon

them.”34

6. Hermeneutically and theologically, it allows for the phrase “shall not finish

the cities of Israel until” to be taken in a qualitative sense in full harmony

with Paul’s later unambiguous writings about Israel’s redemptive future in

Rom 11:1-2, 25-32.

7. It does not require calling an A.D. 70 “non-coming” a “coming” as

proposed by preterists.

8. It allows for the gospel to reach the Gentiles (cf. Matt 28:19; Mark 13:10)

without God  forsaking Israel salvifically.  Christ intended to communicate

that what began redemptively for Israel at Christ’s first advent (Matt 1:21)

would be continued until He returns at His second advent.

A futuristic interpretation of “coming” in Matt 10:23 is contextually,

grammatically, hermeneutically, and theologically more reasonable than the other

views.  The noted NT scholar F. F. Bruce summarizes Jesus’ intended meaning in

this text:

What, then, does the saying mean in this context?  It means, simply, that the evangelisa-
tion of Israel will not be completed before the end of the present age, which comes with
the advent of the Son of man…. Paul, from his own perspective, expresses much the same
hope when he foresees the salvation of ‘all Israel’, the sequel of the ingathering of the full
tale of Gentile believers, being consummated at the time when ‘the Deliverer will come
from Zion’ (Rom. 11:25-27).35

In this case, Jesus is a futurist!

Matthew 16:28

This second of three Matthean time references that supposedly supports a

preterist view of Christ’s second coming (Matt 16:28) has two synoptic parallels

(Mark 9:1; Luke 9:27), a text with no remarkable textual variants, and no translation
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challenges.  However, as with Matthew 10:23, interpreting the text is no easy matter.

C. E. B. Cranfield calls the parallel in Mark 9:1 “one of the most puzzling [sayings

of Christ] in the gospels.”36  One wonders why a  text of this interpretive  difficulty

would be included as a critical feature to defend/support a major theological

position.

Jesus has been expanding the disciples’ thinking to include His death

(16:21).  He then moves from the unthinkable  to the sublime—His second advent

(16:27).  He immediately promises that a few of the disciples would not die until

they saw the Son of Man coming in His kingdom.  What event did Jesus have in

mind when He made this somewhat enigmatic promise?

At least six plausible possibilities have been advanced.

1. Jesus looked to His resurrection.37

2. Jesus meant His ascension.38

3. Jesus looked ahead to the Holy Spirit coming at Pentecost.39

4. Jesus pointed to a coming in A.D. 70—the preterist view.40

5. Jesus referred to the advance of His kingdom through the church.41

6. Jesus had the transfiguration in mind.42

Some compelling reasons why this reviewer prefers the near/immediate

historical view of the transfiguration are as follows:43

1. This was the majority view of the early church fathers.

2. It fits the sense of immediacy raised by Christ.

3. Though the unfortunate chapter division between Matthew 16:28 and  17:1
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might lead one to believe that there is no contextual connection between

16:28 and that which follows, the parallel passages in Mark 9 and Luke 9

where no intervening chapter breaks appear, prove that what follows on the

Mount of Transfiguration is a vital part of the immediate  context.

4. The “some” of 16:28 is fulfilled by the “three” of 17:1.  It was to be an

exceptional experience, not a unanimous one.  The resurrection, the

ascension, Pentecost, and the kingdom were occasions experienced by all

of the disciples, and therefore  could  not have been what Jesus meant.

5. No one “saw” Christ in A.D. 70; this is a major disqualifier for the preterist

interpretation.

6. Only John survived to see Christ in His later glory (Rev 1:12-20), but Peter,

James, and John—i.e., some of the disciples (three out of the

twelve)—actually saw Christ in His kingdom glory and power on the

Mount of Transfiguration, plus they heard the glorious, powerful voice of

God the Father.  Additionally, they saw kingdom power manifest by the

appearance on earth of Moses who died about 1405  B.C. and Elijah who

was caught up alive by God’s chariots to heaven about 850 B.C.

7. Both John (John 1:14) and Peter (2 Peter 1:16-18) later  wrote about this

powerful, kingdom preview.  Their descriptions of the actual event closely

parallel the expectations raised by Christ’s promise.

Matthew 16:28 refers to the prophetic preview of Christ’s future parousia

glory on the Mount of Transfiguration, because it is contextually superior (3), the

only acceptable view with regard to substance (2, 4, 5, 6, 7), and  the historically

preferred view (1).  Therefore, the passage definitely shows Jesus to be a futurist,

because He promised to be seen at His future parousia just as He previewed it at the

Transfiguration.  He could not have been a preterist, because no one saw Christ at

the A.D. 70 destruction of Jerusalem.

Judging from the above factors and the place of the narrative in the Gospels, it seems safe
to affirm that the transfiguration event was a kind of preview, and thus anticipation, of
kingdom power and glory which would come permanently at the parousia.44

Since this text refers a time in Christ’s earthly ministry, it does not directly

prove that Jesus was a futurist; but given the implications of what Christ previewed

for the three disc iples, it strongly points in that direction.  It clearly does not teach

that Christ would come in A.D. 70.

Matthew 24:34

Matthew 24:34 is the third of three Matthean time-indicators used to
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51Darrell L. Bock, Luke 9:51–24:53, in Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament
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support the preterists’ contention that Christ’s parousia occurred in A.D. 70 when

Rome sacked Jerusalem.  It has two synoptic companions (Mark 13:30; Luke 21:22)

and has no textual variants.  All three texts involve a straightforward translation.

One very confident preterist has claimed that, after a complete study of Matt

24:34, his view is “ind isputab ly clear” and “absolutely demanding.”45  In contrast,

noted NT scholar J. Fitzmeyer lamented that this is “…the most difficult phrase to

interpret in this complicated eschatological discourse.”46  When dealing with such

complexity as “this generation will not pass away until all these things take place”

involves, Fitzmeyer’s approach is the sensible one.

At least seven plausible views have arisen regarding Matthew 24:34.

1. Christ was mistaken.

2. Christ was speaking of the human race in general.

3. Christ was referring to A.D. 70.  This is held by preterists47 and non-preter-

ists.48

4. Christ spoke of faithful Christians in general.

5. Christ referred to the Jewish race generically (futurist view).49

6. Christ referred to a future evil generation.50

7. Christ was indicating the generation which would be alive at His future

parousia.51

In this passage, the futurist possibilities (6 & 7) are preferred over the

preterist option (3a) for very convincing reasons:
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1. Options 1, 2, 4, and 5 have been set aside as less than compelling because

of faulty theology (1) or being too general for such a specific text (2, 4, 5).

2. Contextually, Matthew 24 and 25 must be taken as a whole, not separated.

The preterist view cannot handle the content of “the coming of the Son of

Man” throughout 24:37–25:30, a theme which began in 24:3, 27, 30.  The

“coming” of 24:30-31 is the same coming of 25:31 and cannot possibly be

accounted for or said  to be fulfilled in the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D.

70.

3. Historically, the church that existed after A.D. 70 and in close time

proximity to the event was still looking for a future fulfillment of Matthew

24–25, i.e., the second advent of Christ.  Since John lived beyond A.D. 70,

one would  have expected him to have at least commented on this and for

it to be reported by those who might have heard him, that Jesus had come

in accord with the preterist view.  However, there is no evidence of this

whatsoever.  Just the opposite is true in the Didache and Justin’s Dialogue

with Trypho,52 both written decades after A.D. 70.

4. Grammatically speaking, “all these things” (BV<J" J"ØJ", panta tauta)

give direction to help determine the meaning of the text.  Whether one

looks back or ahead in the passage, “these things” are the features which

both preceed and accompany Christ at His second coming (cf. vv. 27, 30,

37, 39, 42, 44).  Keep in mind that Matt 24:4-44 is all part of Christ’s direct

answer to the disciples’ question in 24:3, “What will be the sign of Your

coming and of the end of the age?”

5. Because it has been concluded contextually, historically, and grammatically

that Christ’s second coming is yet future, not historically fulfilled in A.D.

70, one can then deal with the meaning of “this generation.”  The

interpretation has two possibilities: “generation” can be taken pejoratively

(view 6) or temporally (view 7).  The pejorative view understands

“generation” in the sense of referring to the category of rebellious, sinful

people who have rejected  God’s truth and righteousness (cf. Matt 12:45;

23:35-36); this has an OT precedent in Deut 32:5, 20 and Prov 30:11-14.53

The temporal view understands “generation” to be the group of

contemporaries who are alive at the time of Christ’s parousia, extending

from the birth pangs of 24:3 through the coming of the Son of Man (24:44).

Either of these last two views deals with Matthew 24–25 in a futurist sense.

Whether one opts for the “evil generation” view or the “eschatological generation”

view, an eschatological period of time beyond A.D . 70 is in view.  Thus, it is
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concluded from this text that Jesus was a futurist.

Conclusions

The preterist view, by its own definition and admission, essentially rests

upon  (1) a Revelation writing date before A.D. 70 and (2) the “time-text” indicators

in Matt 10:23, 16:28 , and 24:34  all pointing to an A.D. 70 fulfillment.

In regard to the writing date of Revelation, the overwhelming consensus of

second to twenty-first century scholars, with good reason, embraces a late writing

date of Revelation (ca. A.D. 95) rather than the early date (pre-A.D. 70), with the

exception of the nineteenth century when postmillennialism was the majority

opinion.  This one conclusion alone eliminates a preterist approach from viable

consideration.

The biblical focus of preterism on A.D. 70 is not as dominant, or clear-cut,

or even obvious to the careful interpreter as preterists would have one believe; this

is evidenced by numerous other a ttractive interpretive options which pre terists fail

to appreciate fully when dealing with Matt 10:23, 16:28 , and 24:34 .  Preterists

unanimously interpret all three Matthean “time-indicators” as referring to A.D. 70,

while others of differing eschatological schools of thought generally deal with these

texts independently and exegetically.  It would appear that the preterist view has

been used to interpret these passages, rather than the texts being treated

independently of one another and without undue concern for particular theological

outcomes.  Put another way, only the preterist position demands a unanimous A.D.

70 interpretation for all three time-reference indicators—M att 10:23; 16:26; 24:34.

However, the three “time-text” indicators, so critical to proving a preterist approach

correct, have better alternative interpretations (both before and after A.D. 70) than

A.D. 70 alone.  

To build one’s eschatology on textual interpretations that have other, more

compelling views is risky if not fatal.  The three Matthean texts used by preterists are

generally judged by scholars to be less than immediately clear, not to mention that

they are among the most elusive texts to interp ret in the entire NT.  In this reviewer’s

opinion, preterism has erected its eschatological superstructure on just such a weak

foundation as understanding all four of these “time-frame” references in relationship

to A.D. 70.  They do not effectively support the weight of preterism (moderate or

otherwise) as proposed by R. C. Sproul, which, by the way, actually involves three

separate comings of Christ, but that is the subject of another essay.54  Therefore, it

is concluded, based on a review of these four time-text indicators, that Jesus was a

futurist in His teachings, and certainly not a preterist.
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